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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper we discuss the various challenges in a mobile environment where the querying unit and the object 

being queried are in motion. After this we focus on the classification of different types of location dependent queries 

and various solutions to solve these complex location dependent queries. Additionally this paper also focuses on 

various methods of LDQP and its applications. The basic aim of this paper is to study various LDQP along with 

data management problems involved in evaluation of location based queries and its classification. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

 
The main aim is facilitating data access to the user anywhere and at any instant of time. Nowadays, people are 

always on the move and hence, mobile environments hold key aspects to information retrieval. The need to access 

daily information about  the weather, restaurant locations, stock exchange and so on, is unavoidable. This kind of 

information can be accessed at any time anywhere, because people connect their device to a server in a wireless 

fashion without any limitations of distance boundaries. Queries are sent to servers while users are moving. These 

queries are called mobile queries. The queries are accepted by a stationary host, called the Base Station (BS). A base 

station is a stationary entity which acts as a mediator to forward the message to wireless and wired networks for a 

certain area. The particular area which is served by a single base station is called a Cell. From the mobile users' 

point of view, these areas are transparent. In other words, the users do not know if they move within a single cell or 

multiple cells. Based on this, we categorize queries into two types, Single-cell and Multi-cell cells queries. A single 

cell query is one that asks for information about objects where the objects are located in the same cell as the mobile 

user. On the other hand, the multi-cell query is one that asks for the current cell and its neighbouring cells. 

If we talk about mobile query processing, it can be done either in the client side or the server side or both. Client 

side query processing can be achieved by providing a cache for the mobile device. At the server side, the process 

involves a single or multiple servers depending on the query type. 

A cache is a temporary space to store most requested data items in the local storage. Client devices accommodate 

these query results in a cache upon receiving the query results. When the client asks similar queries, the query 
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results will be answered from the cache if they are available on the cache. Hence, communication to a server can be 

avoided. 

 

II LOCATION BASED QUERIES 
 

A location based queries are processed on the basis of location dependent data, and its  result depends on the 

location criteria explicitly or implicitly specified. Location-based queries or location-dependent queries provide 

support for Location-based services (LBS). Location-based applications (LBA) offer location-based services (LBS) 

by using queries called the Location-based Queries (LDQ); the result of execution of these queries is based on the 

location of the mobile user (MU). 

 

2.1 Classification of LDQs 
 

2.1.1. Traditional Classification 

Traditional query is the most widely known query used in a database. The query types of traditional query can be 

classified as: Spatial, Temporal, Spatio-Temporal (Hybrid) and others. 

 

(a) A Spatial query performs operations which include spatial searches and map overlay, as well as distance-

related operations. A spatial query always requests for spatial data information. Spatial data means that the 

requested data have a complex structure, are often dynamic and no standard algebra are defined. 

(b) A Temporal query specifies a validity or deadline for the query results to be returned. Example: A person 

retrieves a calendar for current year". This calendar will not be valid for the past or future year. 

(c) A Spatial-Temporal (Spatio-temporal) query requests for a spatial search and specifies the validity or 

deadline for the query results to be received. Example: Retrieve the five ambulances that were nearest to 

the location of the accident between 4-5pm." 

(d) The last category is Other. It implies that the other remaining queries do not belong to one of the 

classifications above. Examples: A tourist requests restaurant information, Students request their academic 

records or contact details. 

 

2.1.2. Classification according to the evaluation time and past states 
 

(a) Instantaneous queries (snapshot queries): the answer for which is computed only once and forwarded to 

the user at once only. 

(b) Continuous queries: are evaluated until the user decides to terminate them by itself. 

(c) Persistent queries: are continuous queries that consider both the current state and the past states of the 

moving objects. For example, a user in a car can launch “retrieve the motels within 5 miles of my position” 

as a continuous query, so that the answer to this query is automatically refreshed until he/she finds a 

satisfactory motel. An example of persistent query is “retrieve the objects whose speed duplicates within 10 

seconds.”  
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III SERVICES ARCHITECTURE 

 
The figure below is a LBS architecture that is used to serve the mobile users requesting both location-dependent and 

location-independent data. The location-based architecture in the figure1 below explains the services provided from 

the point when the mobile user initiates the request to a particular location based service to the response that is 

broadcasted to the user in the form of response. 

The LBS system is composed of three major units: mobile user, central database server and local database server 

that comprises of components - location services & profile manager, query generator, query processor, query 

optimizer, remote data manager, local cache manager, query cache manager and a data integrator that performs the 

function of keeping the overall data in place together. 

There is a local database server database server and mobile user. The central database server is used to create the 

service site for data collected. A push unit is used to store prefetched data as required by the server. This process 

reduces cost of uplink communication thus utilizing the wireless channel effectively. 

In the widely accepted mobile computing model, the wireless interface of the Base Station or Mobile Support 

Station supports the wireless communication via cellular networks, satellites, or wireless LAN technology [1], [2]. 

For mobile computing applications, if needed, the location of the mobile user may be estimated by an LCS in 

collaboration with the location management provided by the wireless operator. We include the LCS box in 

traditional mobile computing architecture and assume the location of the user is either provided by the network or by 

the device (GPS).We also assume the primary copy of LDD resides on some fixed node in the network but a cached 

copy of it may exist on the mobile device. 

 

 
 

Fig1: LBQ Services Manager Architecture 

 

IV SERVICES FRAMEWORK 
 

A detailed view of LDS framework is given in Figure 2. It includes the Mobile Unit, Wireless Network, LDSM and 

the Fixed Network Partner Services. Mobile devices may access an enterprise network or Internet, and the 
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connection to fixed networks is through a wireless operator’s network. LDS applications are implemented by the 

service providers or they are the software adapted for legacy/existing applications. We refer to any end user services 

which support LDQs as Fixed Network Partner Services.  

The Wireless Network provides the wireless interface and the operator has the responsibility of supplying the 

location of the Mobile Unit to authorized parties by the help of an LCS.  

In the LDS framework, we envision that Mobile Units have two types of software components: an LDS Interface to 

provide the basic interface for LDS applications, and User Service Agents - (USAs). The mobile user prepares the 

query, sends it to wireless network, sets user preferences (such as caching, prefetching, and complex query filtering), 

and views the results with the help of these two interfaces. 

The LDS Interface is a general interface for LDS applications 

which does the query communication between the user and the LDSM. Queries may originate from the USAs or may 

be the basic queries provided by the interface itself. In the interface, basic facilities are provided to sign on with an 

LDSM service, to state user preferences for LDSM services, to view results of previously requested queries (perhaps 

interrupted by disconnect). 

User Service Agents - USAs are the mobile user interfaces for the corresponding Fixed Network LDS applications. 

These interfaces may be pre-installed or may be obtained by subscribing to a service or a group of services. A 

mobile browser can also be considered as a USA which provides an interface for Internet applications. The 

middleware can be passed without any processing in this case. 

Each application or a group of applications has to register related properties and arguments to the LDSM to start the 

service. In this way, a service provider informs LDSM about the application needs, such as the location granularity 

type needed for the queries, whether the location is defined in the database schema or if data partitioning is used in 

implementation. These should be specified in order for the queries sent by the mobile user to be transformed to an 

appropriate form to get the answers from the service. The legacy systems should be able to process LDQs by 

registering with the LDSM. 

 

 

Fig2: Location Dependent Services Framework 
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V QUERY CLASSIFICATION 
 

In general, two types of queries can be distinguished in a mobile environment: 

A traditional query, is a query whose answer does not depend on locations or retrieve location data; for example, 

“retrieve the names of the employees of a company”. 

 

A location-dependent query, on the contrary, is a query whose answer depends on the locations of objects; that is, 

the location is an attribute that determines whether an object is part of the answer or not. For example, “find hotels 

within 5 miles” depends on the location of the user that poses the query, and “find taxi cabs near Peter” depends on 

both the location of the taxi cabs and the location of Peter; in works such as [3], the term location-dependent query 

refers to queries that depend only on “the query issue location” (i.e., the location of the mobile user). 

In the following, location-dependent queries,they are classified according to their purpose - 

In the specialized literature, different types of location-dependent queries have attracted attention (see Table I), 

among which the following could be highlighted (some examples will be presented in relation to the sample scenario 

presented in Figure 3): 

 

Range queries[4] They retrieve the objects located within a certain range/region. Range queries can be static range 

queries or moving/mobile range queries, depending on whether the interesting region is fixed or moves. 

Table1: Types of LDQ according to their purpose. 

 

 
 

 

Nearest neighbor (NN) queries [5]. They retrieve the object of a certain class which is the closest to a certain object 

or location. 

Navigation queries retrieve the best path for a mobile client to get to his/her destination, based on the underlying 

road network and the current traffic conditions [6]. 
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Fig3: Sample scenario for location-dependent queries 

 
Navigation queries retrieve the best path for a mobile client to get to his/her destination, based on the underlying 

road network and the current traffic conditions [6]. 

Related to the above classification, location-dependent queries are distinguished in [7] based on different types of 

predicates: one-to-many queries (a predicate is applied to many objects; e.g., nearest neighbor queries) vs. many-to-

many queries (a predicate is checked for every object in relation to every other object; e.g., –constrained– spatial or 

spatio-temporal joins [8][9] or closest pair queries [10], queries that involve topological/directional/metric 

predicates, etc. 

 

VI SERVICES MANAGER 
 

The Location Dependent Services Manager (LDSM) is shown Figure4. We describe the functionality of the 

LDSM using the following example query: “Find the closest hotels.”. The area to be searched may be a circle, the 

user being at the center. This area could be a half circle or rectangle in the direction of the movement of the mobile 

user. As it is seen, this query uses only one relation and location constraint is implicitly specified. Suppose the area 

to be searched is a circle, user being at the center, and the relation is “Hotel”. The processing of this query by the 

five basic components of LDSM is as follows: 

 

 
Fig4: Location Dependent Service Manager 
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6.1 Semantic Analyzer and Query Binder 

The request sent by the user is semantically analyzed, checked to determine whether the user’s current location is 

needed or not and query predicates are identified. The spatial operator “closest” is replaces with a predicate “within 

5 miles”. The query implies the current position of the user, so the mobile user id is sent to LCS. 

6.2 Location Leveler and Query Builder 

The query is checked whether the bound location is sufficient for the service. The metadata database, the location 

graphs are examined for the data granularity. When the LDS provider for this query has stored the hotels by their 

zipcodes, there is a Location Granularity Mismatch. By using the location graphs, the Location Leveler translates the 

query to a range query, or a set of queries which will include the zipcodes. The new location granularities are bound 

to the query and sent to Query Fragmenter.  

6.3 Query Fragmenter and Sender 

When the query involves more than one database and one LDS application provider, it has to be fragmented and sent 

to the corresponding site for processing. After the second binding, execution plan of the query can be determined. 

After the fragmentation of the query, LDSM communication interface sends the queries to the related data sources 

and service providers. If one fragment’s execution depends on other’s successful ending, then LDSM has to keep the 

query processing records. Assume the “Hotel” database is a centralized database, then the query sent to the service 

provider as it is. 

6.4 Result Analyzer and Query Filter (4) 

When the query results are ready, they are sent to the LDSM. The LDSM then combines the individual results and 

according to the QoS constraints. The results may need to be modified using some filtering mechanisms to ignore 

the obvious unnecessary results. 

6.5Merge and Change Format 

The query results may be merged and the location constraints included in the results are ignored. If the Mobile Unit 

is a PDA and needs the result in a tiny HTML format, then the format can be changed. Since there is no 

fragmentation in this query, only one group of results are expected. 

The LDQ query goes through several stages prior to being processes as shown in Figure5: 

 

 

 
Fig5: A Sample Location Graph. 
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VII CONCLUSION 
 

Location Based Query Processing is the building block for the location based services. In this paper, we proposed a 

model for managing the LDS applications of different types and different requirements. LDSM provides a standard 

framework for these applications which is flexible, independent and facilitates adaptability.   

The future of these location dependent services is highly sensitive for rapid development that requires promising 

investments, but at the same time the future of well-being of these services is significantly critical. 
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